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Abstract
The class of quantiles lies at the heart of extreme-value theory and is one of the basic
tools in risk management. The alternative family of expectiles is based on squared
rather than absolute error loss minimization. It has recently been receiving a lot of
attention in actuarial science, econometrics and statistical finance. Both quantiles and
expectiles can be embedded in a more general class of M-quantiles by means of Lp
optimization. These generalized Lpquantiles steer an advantageous middle course
between ordinary quantiles and expectiles without sacrificing their virtues too much
for 1   p   2. In this paper, we investigate their estimation from the perspective of
extreme values in the class of heavy-tailed distributions. We construct estimators of
the intermediate Lpquantiles and establish their asymptotic normality in a depen-
dence framework motivated by financial and actuarial applications, before extrapolat-
ing these estimates to the very far tails. We also investigate the potential of extreme
Lpquantiles as a tool for estimating the usual quantiles and expectiles themselves.
We show the usefulness of extreme Lpquantiles and elaborate the choice of p through
applications to some simulated and financial real data.
Key words : Asymptotic normality; Dependent observations; Expectiles; Extrapolation;
Extreme values; Heavy tails; Lp optimization; Mixing; Quantiles; Tail risk.
1 Introduction
A very important problem in actuarial science, econometrics and statistical finance involves
quantifying the “riskiness” implied by the distribution of a non-negative loss variable or a
real-valued profit-loss variable X. Greater variability of the random variable X and particu-
larly a heavier tail of its distribution necessitate a higher capital reserve for portfolios or price
of the insurance risk. The class of quantiles is one of the basic tools in risk management and
lies at the heart of extreme-value theory. A leading quantile-based risk measure in banking
and other financial institutions is Value at Risk (VaR capital requirement) with a confidence
level τ P p0, 1q. It is defined as the τth quantile qpτq of the non-negative loss distribution
with τ being close to one, and as qpτq for the real-valued profit-loss distribution with τ
being close to zero. The quantile qpτq of X is uniquely defined through the generalized
inverse F1X pτq  inftx : FXpxq ¥ τu of the underlying distribution function FX . It can also
be obtained by minimizing asymmetrically weighted mean absolute deviations (Koenker and
Bassett, 1978):
qpτq  arg min
qPR
E pητ pX  q; 1q  ητ pX; 1qq ,
where ητ px; 1q  |τ  1Itx¤0u|  |x| stands for the quantile check function, with 1Itu being
the indicator function. This property has recently been receiving a lot of attention in the
actuarial literature since it corresponds to the existence of a natural backtesting methodology.
Gneiting (2011) introduced the general notion of elicitability for a functional that is defined
by means of the minimization of a suitable asymmetric loss function. The relevance of
elicitability in connection with backtesting has been discussed, for instance, by Embrechts
and Hofert (2014) and Bellini and Di Bernardino (2015). It is generally accepted that
elicitability is a desirable property for model selection, estimation, generalized regression,
computational efficiency, forecasting and testing algorithms.
Despite their elicitability and strong intuitive appeal, quantiles are not always satisfac-
tory. From the point of view of axiomatic theory, an influential paper in the literature by
Artzner et al. (1999) provides a foundation for coherent risk measures. Quantiles satisfy
their requirements of translation invariance, monotonicity and positive homogeneity, but not
the property of subadditivity. Hence quantiles fail to be coherent, while they are elicitable.
In contrast to quantiles, the most popular coherent risk measure, referred to as Expected
Shortfall, is not elicitable. The relationship of coherency with elicitability has been addressed
in e.g. Ziegel (2016). From a statistical viewpoint, the asymptotic variance of quantile esti-
mators involves the value of the density function of X at qpτq which is notoriously difficult
to estimate. From an extreme-value perspective, and perhaps most seriously, quantiles are
often criticized for being too liberal or optimistic since they only depend on the frequency of
tail losses and not on their values. To reduce this loss of information and other vexing defects
of quantiles, Newey and Powell (1987) substituted the absolute deviations in the asymmetric
loss function of Koenker and Bassett with squared deviations to define the concept of τth
expectile
ξpτq  arg min
qPR
E pητ pX  q; 2q  ητ pX; 2qq ,
where ητ px; 2q  |τ  1Itx¤0u|x
2. The special case τ  1{2 leads to the expectation of X.
More generally, by taking the derivative with respect to q in the L2 criterion and setting it
to zero, we get the equation
τ 
E

|X  ξpτq|1ItX¤ξpτqu

E|X  ξpτq|
,
that is, the τth expectile specifies the position ξpτq such that the ratio of the average distance
from the data to and below ξpτq to the average distance of the data to ξpτq is 100τ%. Thus,
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the expectile shares an interpretation similar to the quantile, replacing the distance by the
number of observations. Jones (1994) established that expectiles are precisely the quantiles,
not of the original distribution, but of a related transformation. Abdous and Remillard
(1995) proved that quantiles and expectiles of the same distribution coincide under the
hypothesis of weighted-symmetry. Yao and Tong (1996) showed that there exists a unique
bijective function h : p0, 1q Ñ p0, 1q, depending on the underlying distribution, such that
qpτq coincides with ξ phpτqq for all τ P p0, 1q. More recently, Zou (2014) has derived a class
of generic distributions for which ξpτq and qpτq coincide for all τ P p0, 1q. Also, as suggested
by many authors including Efron (1991), Yao and Tong (1996), Schnabel and Eilers (2013)
and Schulze Waltrup et al. (2014), quantile estimates and their strong intuitive appeal can
be recovered directly from asymmetric least squares estimates of a set of expectiles.
The advantages of expectiles include their computing expedience and their efficient use of
the data as the weighted least squares rely on the distance to observations, while the quantile
method only uses the information on whether an observation is below or above the predictor.
Also, inference on expectiles is much easier than inference on quantiles (see e.g. Abdous and
Remillard, 1995). Most importantly, expectiles depend on both the tail realizations of the
loss variable and their probability. This motivated Kuan et al. (2009) to introduce the
expectile-based VaR as ξpτq for real-valued profit-loss distributions. The key advantage of
this new instrument of risk protection is that it defines the only coherent risk measure that
is also elicitable (Ziegel, 2016). Further theoretical and numerical results obtained by Bellini
and Di Bernardino (2015) indicate that expectiles are perfectly reasonable alternatives to
both classical quantile-based VaR and Expected Shortfall.
A disadvantage of the expectile method is that, by construction, it is not as robust
against outliers as the quantiles. This may cause trouble when estimating the tail risk that
translates into considering the prudentiality level τ  τn Ñ 0 or τn Ñ 1 as the sample size n
goes to infinity. The behavior of tail expectiles ξpτnq and the connection with their quantile
analogues qpτnq have been elucidated only very recently by Bellini et al. (2014), Mao et al.
(2015), Bellini and Di Bernardino (2015) and Mao and Yang (2015), when X belongs to
the domain of attraction of a Generalized Extreme Value distribution. The estimation of
ξpτnq in the challenging maximum domain of attraction of Pareto-type distributions, where
standard empirical expectiles are often unstable due to data sparsity, has been considered in
Daouia et al. (2016). In most studies on actuarial and financial data, it has been found that
Pareto-type distributions, with tail index γ ¡ 0, describe quite well the tail structure of losses
[see, e.g., Embrechts et al. (1997, p.9) and Resnick (2007, p.1)]. An intrinsic difficulty with
expectiles is that their existence requires E|X|   8, which amounts to supposing γ   1.
Even more seriously, the condition γ   1{2 is required to ensure that asymmetric least
squares estimators of ξpτnq are asymptotically Gaussian. Already in the intermediate case,
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where np1  τnq Ñ 8 as τn Ñ 1, good estimates may require in practice γ   1{4. Similar
concerns occur with the Expected Shortfall, the so-called Conditional Tail Expectation or
certain extreme Wang distortion risk measures [see El Methni et al. (2014) and El Methni
and Stupfler (2017a, 2017b)]. This restricts appreciably the range of potential applications
as may be seen in the financial setting from the R package ‘CASdatasets’ where realized
values of the tail index γ were found to be larger than 1{4 in several instances.
Instead of the asymmetric square loss, a natural modification of the expectile check
function is to use the power loss function
ητ px; pq  |τ  1Itx¤0u|  |x|
p, p ¥ 1,
leading to
qτ ppq  arg min
qPR
Epητ pX  q; pq  ητ pX; pqq.
These quantities have already been coined as Lpquantiles by Chen (1996). They define
a special case of the generic concept of M-quantiles introduced earlier by Breckling and
Chambers (1988). Their existence requires E|X|p1   8. This is a weaker condition,
compared with the condition of existence of expectiles, when p   2. The choice of p   2
is also required when the influence of potential outliers is taken into account. The class of
Lpquantiles, with p P p1, 2q, steers an advantageous middle course between the robustness
of quantiles pp  1q and the sensitivity of expectiles pp  2q to the magnitude of extreme
losses. For fixed levels τ staying away from the distribution tails, inference on qτ ppq is
straightforward using M-estimation theory. The main purpose of this paper is to extend the
estimation of qτ ppq and its large sample theory far enough into the upper tail τ  τn Ñ 1 as
nÑ 8. There are many important events including big financial losses, high medical costs,
large claims in (re)insurance, high bids in auctions, just to name a few, where modeling and
estimating the extreme rather than central Lpquantiles of the underlying distribution is
a highly welcome development. We refer to the book of de Haan and Ferreira (2006) for a
modern formulation of this typical extreme value problem in the case p  1 and to Daouia
et al. (2016) in the case p  2.
More specifically, it is our goal to establish two estimators of qτnppq for a general p and to
unravel their asymptotic behavior for τn at an extremely high level that can be even larger
than p11{nq, in a framework of weak dependence motivated by the aforementioned financial
and actuarial applications. To do so, we first estimate the intermediate tail Lpquantiles
of order τn Ñ 1 such that np1  τnq Ñ 8, and then extrapolate these estimates to the
proper extreme Lpquantile level τn which approaches 1 at an arbitrarily fast rate in the
sense that np1  τnq Ñ c, for some constant c. The main results, established for a strictly
stationary and suitably mixing sequence of observations, state the asymptotic normality of
our estimators for distributions with tail index γ   r2pp 1qs1. As such, unlike expectiles,
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extreme Lpquantile estimates cover a larger class of heavy-tailed distributions for p   2.
It should also be clear that, in contrast to standard quantiles, generalized Lpquantiles
take into account the whole tail information about the underlying distribution for p ¡ 1.
These additional benefits raise the following important question: how to elaborate the choice
of p in the interval r1, 2s? This choice is mainly a practical issue that we first pursue here
through some simulation experiments. Although the value of p minimizing the Mean Squared
Error of empirical Lpquantiles depends on the tail index γ, Monte Carlo evidence indicates
that the choice of p P p1.2, 1.6q guarantees a good compromise for Pareto-type distributions
with γ   1{2. In contrast, when the empirical estimates are extrapolated to properly
extreme levels τn, the underlying tail L
pquantiles seem to be estimated more accurately for
p P r1, 1.3s or p P r1.7, 2s. We elaborate further this question from a forecasting perspective,
trying to perform extreme Lpquantile estimation accurately on historical data.
Yet, the Lpquantile approach is not without disadvantages. It does not have an intuitive
interpretation as direct as ordinary L1quantiles. More precisely, the generalized quantile
qτ ppq exists, is unique and satisfies
τ 
E

|X  qτ ppq|
p11ItX¤qτ ppqu

E r|X  qτ ppq|p1s
. (1)
It can thus be interpreted only in terms of the average distance from X in the (nonconvex
when 1   p   2) space Lp1. This should not be considered to be a serious disadvantage
however, since one can recover the usual quantiles qpαnq  qαnp1q of extreme order αn Ñ 1
and their strong intuitive appeal from tail Lpquantiles qτnppq, τn Ñ 1, that coincide with
qαnp1q. Indeed, given a relative frequency of interest αn, the level τn such that qτnppq  qαnp1q
can be written in closed form as
τn 
E

|X  qαnp1q|
p11ItX¤qαn p1qu

E r|X  qαnp1q|p1s
(2)
in view of (1). One can then estimate τn via extrapolation techniques before calculating
the corresponding Lpquantile estimators. In this way, we perform tail Lpquantile esti-
mation as a main tool when the ultimate interest is in estimating the intuitive L1quantiles
themselves.
From the point of view of the axiomatic theory of risk measures, the Lpquantile method
can be criticized for not being coherent for all values of p. According to Bellini et al. (2014)
and Ziegel (2016), the only Lpquantiles that are actually coherent risk measures are the
expectiles, or L2quantiles. This disadvantage does not prevent the investigator, however, to
employ tail Lpquantiles qτnppq as a tool for estimating extreme expectiles ξpαnq  qαnp2q
by applying again (1) in conjunction with similar considerations to the above in extreme
quantile estimation. Built on the presented extreme Lpquantile estimators, we construct
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three different tail expectile estimators and derive their asymptotic normality. Two among
these new estimators appear to be appreciably more efficient relatively to the rival expectile
estimators of Daouia et al. (2016) in the important case of profit-loss distributions with long
tails.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes in some detail how population
Lpquantiles qτ ppq are linked to standard quantiles qτ p1q as τ Ñ 1. Section 3 deals with
estimation of intermediate and extreme Lpquantiles qτnppq for p ¡ 1. Estimators of the
extreme level τn in (2) are discussed in Section 4, with implications for recovering composite
estimators of high quantiles qαnp1q. Extrapolated high expectile pp  2q estimation is dis-
cussed in Section 5. The theory in these sections is derived in the general case of stationary
and dependent data satisfying a mixing condition. A detailed simulation study and a con-
crete application to the S&P500 Index are given, respectively, in Section 6 and Section 7 to
illustrate the usefulness of extremal Lpquantiles. Proofs and further simulation results are
deferred to a supplementary material.
2 Extremal population Lpquantiles
This section describes in detail what happens for large population Lpquantiles and how they
are linked to large standard quantiles. We denote in the sequel the cumulative distribution
function of X by F , that we suppose to be continuous, and its survival function by F  1F .
We first assume that X has a heavy right-tail or, equivalently, that F satisfies the following
regular variation condition:
C1pγq The function F is regularly varying in a neighborhood of  8 with index 1{γ   0,
that is,
lim
tÑ 8
F ptxq
F ptq
 x1{γ for all x ¡ 0.
This is equivalent to the standard first-order condition
lim
tÑ 8
Uptxq
Uptq
 xγ for all x ¡ 0,
by Theorem 1.2.1 in de Haan and Ferreira (2006), where Uptq  p1{F qÐptq is the left-
continuous inverse of 1{F . In contrast to many situations in extreme value analysis, we do
not assume here that X is positive or even bounded below. In particular X may have a
heavy left-tail as well, a case that we shall discuss in what follows.
Under this condition, the asymptotic properties (for τ Ñ 1) of the usual quantile qτ p1q
have been extensively studied in the literature as may be seen from e.g. de Haan and
Ferreira (2006). Here, we focus on the less discussed generalized quantiles qτ ppq with p ¡ 1.
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Denoting by X  maxpX, 0q the negative part of X, we first have the following asymptotic
connection between F pqτ ppqq and F pqτ p1qq  1  τ .
Proposition 1. Assume that the survival function F satisfies condition C1pγq. For any
p ¡ 1, whenever EpXp1 q   8 and γ   1{pp 1q, we have
lim
τÒ1
F pqτ ppqq
1  τ

γ
Bpp, γ1  p  1q
where Bpx, yq 
» 1
0
tx1p1  tqy1dt stands for the Beta function.
Note that when the survival function F satisfies condition C1pγq and γ   1{pp  1q, we
have EpXp1  q   8 with X   maxpX, 0q. This entails together with condition EpX
p1
 q  
8 that E|X|p1   8, and hence the Lpquantiles of X are indeed well-defined. Even
more strongly, we get the following direct asymptotic connection between qτ ppq and qτ p1q
themselves.
Corollary 1. Under the conditions of Proposition 1, we have
lim
τÒ1
qτ ppq
qτ p1q


γ
Bpp, γ1  p  1q
γ
.
Accordingly, extreme Lpquantiles are asymptotically proportional to extreme usual
quantiles, for all p ¡ 1. The evolution of the proportionality constant
Cpγ; pq :

γ
Bpp, γ1  p  1q
γ
with respect to γ P p0, 1{2s is visualized in Figure 1, for some values of p P r1, 2s. It can
be seen that the usual quantile qτ p1q is more spread (conservative) than the L
pquantile
qτ ppq as the level τ Ñ 1. This property is of particular interest in actuarial risk theory,
where loss distributions typically belong to the maximum domain of attraction of Pareto-
type distributions with tail index γ   1{2. Indeed, when the ordinary quantile breaks down
at an extremely high tail probability τ (and hence the underlying VaR changes drastically
the order of magnitude of the capital requirement), its generalized Lpquantile analogue
remains definitely more liberal. The latter would result in less excessive amounts of required
capital reserve, which might be good news to actuarial institutions.
In the particular case of integers p, we get the next corollary immediately from the
identities
Bpx, yq 
ΓpxqΓpyq
Γpx  yq
and Γpx  1q  xΓpxq for all x, y ¡ 0,
where Γpxq 
³ 8
0
tx1etdt denotes Euler’s Gamma function.
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Figure 1: Behavior of γ P p0, 1{2s ÞÑ Cpγ; pq for some values of p P r1, 2s.
Corollary 2. Assume that the survival function F satisfies condition C1pγq. Assume that
p  k   1 where k is a positive integer. Whenever EpXkq   8 and γ   1{k, we have
lim
τÒ1
F pqτ pk   1qq
1  τ

±k
j1p1  jγq
γkk!
.
Note that for p  2, we find that
lim
τÒ1
F pqτ p2qq
1  τ
 γ1  1
which was already shown in Daouia et al. (2016).
Next, we shall derive some asymptotic expansions of Lpquantiles, which shall be very
useful when it comes to establish the asymptotic normality of extreme Lpquantile estima-
tors in the next section. As is customary in the case of ordinary quantiles, this requires the
extra condition:
C2pγ, ρ,Aq The function F is second-order regularly varying in a neighborhood of
 8 with index 1{γ   0, second-order parameter ρ ¤ 0 and an auxiliary function A
having constant sign and converging to 0 at infinity, that is,
@x ¡ 0, lim
tÑ 8
1
Ap1{F ptqq

F ptxq
F ptq
 x1{γ

 x1{γ
xρ{γ  1
γρ
,
where the right-hand side should be read as
x1{γ log x
γ2
when ρ  0.
This classical second-order condition controls the rate of convergence in C1pγq: in particular,
the function |A| is regularly varying with index ρ ¤ 0, and therefore, the larger |ρ| is, the
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faster the function |A| converges to 0 and the smaller the error in the approximation of the
right tail of X by a Pareto tail will be. Further elements of interpretation of the extreme
value condition C2pγ, ρ,Aq can be found in Beirlant et al. (2004) and de Haan and Ferreira
(2006) along with a list of examples of commonly used continuous distributions satisfying
this assumption: for instance, the (Generalized) Pareto, Burr, Fre´chet, Student, Fisher
and Inverse-Gamma distributions all satisfy this condition. More generally, so does any
distribution whose distribution function F satisfies
1  F pxq  x1{γ
 
a  bxc   opxcq

as xÑ 8,
where a ¡ 0, b P Rzt0u and c ¡ 0 are constants. This contains in particular the Hall-Weiss
class of models (see Hua and Joe, 2011), and it is straightforward to see that in any such
case, condition C2pγ, ρ,Aq is met with ρ  cγ and Aptq  acγ1bcγ2tcγ.
Besides, as can be seen from Theorem 2.3.9 in de Haan and Ferreira (2006), condition
C2pγ, ρ,Aq is equivalent to the perhaps more usual extremal assumption on the tail quantile
function U that
@x ¡ 0, lim
tÑ 8
1
Aptq

Uptxq
Uptq
 xγ

 xγ
xρ  1
ρ
.
From now on, we denote by F the survival function of X. Also, a survival function
S will be said to be light-tailed (and by convention, we shall say it has tail index 0) if it
satisfies xaSpxq Ñ 0 as xÑ  8, for all a ¡ 0. The following second-order based refinement
of Proposition 1 is the key element in order to obtain the desired asymptotic expansion of
Lpquantiles.
Proposition 2. Assume that p ¡ 1 and:
• F satisfies condition C2pγr, ρ, Aq;
• F is either light-tailed or satisfies condition C1pγ`q;
• γr   1{pp 1q, and γ`   1{pp 1q in case F is heavy-tailed.
Then
F pqτ ppqq
1  τ

γr
Bpp, γ1r  p  1q
p1  Rpτ, pqq
where
Rpτ, pq  
γr
Bpp, γ1r  p  1q

p1  τqp1   op1qq  Kpp, γr, ρqA

1
1  τ


p1   op1qq


pp 1q

γr
Bpp, γ1r  p  1q
minpγr,1q
Rrpqτ p1q, p, γrq


γr
Bpp, γ1r  p  1q
γr{maxpγ`,1q
R`pqτ p1q, p, γ`q
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as τ Ò 1, with
Kpp, γr, ρq 
$''''''&''''''%
1
γ2rρ

γr
Bpp, γ1r  p  1q
ρ
 rp1  ρqBpp, p1  ρqγ1r  p  1q Bpp, γ
1
r  p  1qs if ρ   0,
p 1
γ2r
»  8
1
px 1qp2x1{γr logpxqdx if ρ  0,
Rrpq, p, γrq 
$&%
EpX1It0 X quq
q
p1   op1qq if γr ¤ 1,
F pqqBpp 1, 1  γ1r qp1   op1qq if γr ¡ 1,
and R`pq, p, γ`q 
$'&'%

EpX1Itq X 0uq
q
p1   op1qq
if γ` ¤ 1
or F is light-tailed,
F pqqBpγ1`  p  1, 1  γ
1
` qp1   op1qq if γ` ¡ 1.
When X is integrable, and in particular when expectiles of X can be computed, the
asymptotic expansion of Lpquantiles reduces to the following.
Corollary 3. Under the conditions of Proposition 2, if E|X|   8, then
F pqτ ppqq
1  τ

γr
Bpp, γ1r  p  1q
p1   rpτ, pqq
as τ Ò 1, where
rpτ, pq  pp 1q

γr
Bpp, γ1r  p  1q
γr 1
qτ p1q
pEpXq   op1qq

γr
Bpp, γ1r  p  1q
Kpp, γr, ρqA

1
1  τ


p1   op1qq.
Finally, we get the following refined asymptotic expansion of qτ ppq itself with respect to
the ordinary quantile qτ p1q.
Proposition 3. Under the conditions of Proposition 2, if in addition F is strictly decreasing:
qτ ppq
qτ p1q
 Cpγr; pq

1  γrRpτ, pq  
#
1
ρ

γr
Bpp, γ1r  p  1q
ρ
 1
ﬀ
  op1q
+
A

1
1  τ


as τ Ò 1.
3 Estimation of high Lpquantiles
Suppose, as will be the case in the remainder of this paper, that we observe a random
sample pX1, . . . , Xnq from a strictly stationary sequence pX1, X2, . . .q, in the sense that for
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any positive integers k and l, the ktuples pX1, . . . , Xkq and pXl, . . . , Xl k1q have the same
distribution. Suppose further that the common marginal distribution of that sequence is that
of X and denote by X1,n ¤    ¤ Xn,n the ascending order statistics of the observed sample
pX1, . . . , Xnq. The overall objective in this section is to estimate extreme L
pquantiles qτnppq
of X, where τn Ñ 1 as nÑ 8. Here τn may approach one at any rate, covering the special
cases of intermediate Lpquantiles with np1  τnq Ñ 8 and extreme L
pquantiles with
np1  τnq Ñ c, where c is some constant.
In order to do so, we need to specify the dependence framework we shall be working in.
Dependence frameworks and time series models have been used for a long time in statis-
tical and econometric considerations when estimating nonextreme (i.e. central) quantities,
including regression contexts, by employing well-established theoretical arguments; we refer
in particular to Boente and Fraiman (1995), Honda (2000), Zhao et al. (2005), Kuan et al.
(2009) and references therein in the case of quantiles and Yao and Tong (1996), Cai (2003)
and references therein in the case of expectiles. Let us emphasise that this is arguably not,
however, the case in statistical treatments of extreme value theory, even when considering
the kind of financial or actuarial applications this paper focuses on. The earliest theoretical
development in this context is Hsing (1991), who worked on the asymptotic properties of
the Hill estimator (Hill, 1975) of the tail index γ for strongly mixing (or αmixing) se-
quences. Related studies are Resnick and Staˇricaˇ (1995, 1997, 1998), although they worked
in a different dependence framework. An important theoretical advance was made by Drees
(2000, 2002, 2003), who in a series of papers obtained tools making it possible to exam-
ine the asymptotic properties of a wide class of statistical indicators of extremes of strictly
stationary and dependent observations through a general approximation result for the tail
quantile process by a Gaussian process. These papers were written for absolutely regular (or
βmixing) sequences and influenced a sizeable part of very recent research on the extremes
of a time series: we refer, among others, to Davis and Mikosch (2009, 2012, 2013), Robert
(2008, 2009), Rootze´n (2009), Drees and Rootze´n (2010) and de Haan et al. (2016), which,
in their respective contexts, worked under mixing conditions or under assumptions that can
be embedded in a mixing framework.
Due to the flexibility of the results of Drees (2003), and the necessity here to extrapolate
beyond the available data and therefore to use an estimator of the tail index, we also elect
to work in such a mixing framework, which we introduce hereafter. For any positive integer
m, let F1,m and Fm,8 denote the past and future σ-fields generated by the sequence pXnq:
F1,m  σpX1, . . . , Xmq and Fm,8  σpXm, Xm 1, . . .q.
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Define then the φmixing coefficients of the sequence pXnq by:
@n P Nzt0u, φpnq  sup
mPNzt0u
APF1,m
BPFm n,8
|PpB|Aq  PpBq|.
The sequence pXnq is said to be φmixing if φpnq Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8, and this is precisely the
notion of mixing we shall work with to obtain our theoretical results. Intuitively, this condi-
tion means that the sequence pXnq is asymptotically memoryless: an event that happened in
the past has a vanishingly small influence on current and future events as the time elapsed
since this past event increases.
While this notion of mixing is not the βmixing condition introduced in Drees (2003), the
rationale behind this choice is twofold:
(i) First, φmixing is stronger than βmixing, which shall be used in our extrapolation
step. See Bradley (2005).
(ii) Second, the φmixing condition implies a ρmixing condition in the following sense:
let, for any σfield A, L2pAq denote the space of square-integrable random variables
which are Ameasurable. If pX1, X2, . . .q is φmixing, then the ρmixing coefficients
@n P Nzt0u, ρpnq  sup
mPNzt0u
Y PL2pF1,mq
ZPL2pFm n,8q
 CovpY, ZqaVarpY qaVarpZq

must satisfy ρpnq Ñ 0, see Bradley (2005). If moreover the positive quadrant depen-
dence of any pair pX1, Xkq (for k ¥ 2) is assumed, in the sense that
@x1, xk P R, PpX1 ¡ x1, Xk ¡ xkq ¥ PpX1 ¡ x1qPpXk ¡ xkq,
then the ρmixing condition, which by definition is adapted to variance and correlation
considerations, shall make it easy to compute the exact rate of growth of the variance
of a wide class of sums of square-integrable, σpXiqmeasurable random variables, of
which our empirical least asymmetrically weighted Lp estimator at the intermediate
level introduced in Section 3.1 below is precisely an element. This will then be used
in conjunction with limit theory from Utev (1990), valid in our φmixing framework,
to obtain the asymptotic normality of the aforementioned estimator. We refer the
reader to Lemmas 7 and 8 in Appendix B of our supplementary material document
for the full technical developments. Let us highlight that ρmixing alone is in general
not sufficient to compute the exact rate of convergence of a sum of strictly stationary
random variables, see Ibragimov (1975), Peligrad (1987) and Bradley (1988).
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It should, finally, be noted that there is in general no relationship between βmixing and
ρmixing, and that φmixing is the least restrictive of the widely used mixing conditions
that imply both β and ρmixing, see again Bradley (2005). The φmixing framework
therefore seems to be convenient and reasonable for our purpose.
All in all, we shall work under the following dependence condition on the sequence pXnq:
Spφq The sequence pX1, X2, . . .q is a strictly stationary and φmixing sequence with
positive quadrant dependent bivariate margins.
Note that the positive quadrant dependence of bivariate margins is itself a fairly weak as-
sumption, see Nelsen (2006, p.200). It is satisfied if and only if the copula function Ck of the
pair pX1, Xkq satisfies Ckpu, vq ¥ uv for any u, v P r0, 1s (the function Ck always exists by
Sklar’s theorem; see Sklar, 1959). This, in turn, contains the case of extreme-value copulas,
which are particularly adapted to the description of the joint extremes of a random pair, see
e.g. Gudendorf and Segers (2010). Finally, let us mention that condition Spφq allows for
the case of an independent and identically distributed sequence pX1, X2, . . .q, and we shall
specifically highlight the particular form of our results in this case.
3.1 Intermediate levels
We define the empirical least asymmetrically weighted Lp estimator of qτnppq as
pqτnppq  arg min
uPR
1
n
n¸
i1
ητnpXi  u; pq  arg min
uPR
1
n
n¸
i1
|τn  1ItXi¤uu||Xi  u|
p. (3)
Clearly a
np1  τnq
pqτnppq
qτnppq
 1


 arg min
uPR
ψnpu; pq (4)
where
ψnpu; pq :
1
prqτnppqs
p
n¸
i1
ητn

Xi  qτnppq  uqτnppq{
a
np1  τnq; p
	
 ητn pXi  qτnppq; pq .
Since this empirical criterion is a convex function of u, the asymptotic properties of the
minimizer follow directly from those of the criterion itself by the convexity lemma of Geyer
(1996); see also Theorem 5 in Knight (1999). For this, we require the second-order condition
C2pγ, ρ,Aq or, alternatively, the following refined first-order condition:
H1pγq For x large enough, the survival function F verifies
F pxq  x1{γ
"
cpxq exp
» x
x0
∆puq
u
du

*
where γ ¡ 0, c is a differentiable function such that cpxq Ñ c8 ¡ 0 and xc
1pxq Ñ 0 as
xÑ  8, x0 ¡ 0 and ∆ is a measurable function converging to 0 at  8.
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This is a slightly more stringent assumption than the usual first-order condition C1pγq and its
related Karamata representation [see Theorem B.1.6 in de Haan and Ferreira (2006, p.365)].
Theorem 1. Assume that p ¡ 1 and:
• condition Spφq holds, with °8n1aφpnq   8;
• there is δ ¡ 0 such that EpXp2 δqpp1q q   8;
• F satisfies either condition H1pγq or C2pγ, ρ,Aq, with γ   1{r2pp 1qs;
• τn Ò 1 is such that np1  τnq Ñ 8;
• under condition C2pγ, ρ,Aq, we have
a
np1  τnqApp1  τnq
1q  Op1q.
Then there is σ2 ¥ 0 such thata
np1  τnq
pqτnppq
qτnppq
 1


d
ÝÑ N  0, γ2V pγ; pqp1   σ2q as nÑ 8,
with
V pγ; pq 
Bpp 1, γ1  2p  2q
Bpp 1, pq

Γp2p 1qΓpγ1  2p  2q
ΓppqΓpγ1  p  1q
.
In the particular case of an independent sequence pX1, X2, . . .q, then σ
2  0, i.e.a
np1  τnq
pqτnppq
qτnppq
 1


d
ÝÑ N  0, γ2V pγ; pq as nÑ 8.
Note that the condition γ   1{r2pp 1qs implies γ   1{pp 1q and hence EpXp1  q   8.
Moreover, the condition EpXp2 δqpp1q q   8 implies EpX
p1
 q   8. Hence E|X|p1   8, and
thus the Lpquantiles exist and are finite. Note also that conditions γ   1{r2pp  1qs and
EpXp2 δqpp1q q   8 ensure the convergence of the (convex) empirical criterion ψnpu; pq, which
entails the convergence of its minimizer. Finally, the estimator pqτnppq has the same rate of
convergence under the dependence condition Spφq as it has for independent observations,
the price to pay for allowing our dependence setup being an enlarged asymptotic variance.
When the sequence pX1, X2, . . .q is independent and in the special cases p Ó 1 and p 
2, we recover the asymptotic normality of intermediate sample quantiles and expectiles,
respectively, with asymptotic variances
V pγ; 1q 
Γp1qΓpγ1q
Γp1qΓpγ1q
 1 and V pγ; 2q 
Γp3qΓpγ1  2q
Γp2qΓpγ1  1q

2γ
1  2γ
.
The behavior of the variance γ ÞÑ V pγ; pq is visualized in Figure 2 for some values of p P r1, 2s,
with γ P p0, 1{2s. It can be seen in this Figure that for values of p close to but larger than 1,
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the asymptotic variance of the intermediate sample Lpquantile is appreciably smaller than
the asymptotic variance of the traditional sample quantile. In particular, values of p between
1.2 and 1.4 seem to yield estimators who may be more precise than the sample quantile in
all usual applications (for which γ P p0, 1{2s).
Figure 2: Asymptotic variance γ P p0, 1{2s ÞÑ V pγ; pq for some values of p P r1, 2s. Black
line: p  1; Red line: p  1.2; Yellow line: p  1.4; Purple line: p  1.6; Green line:
p  1.8; Blue line: p  2.
3.2 Extreme levels
We now discuss how to extrapolate intermediate Lpquantile estimates of order τn Ò 1, such
that np1  τnq Ñ 8, to very extreme levels τ
1
n Ò 1 with np1  τ
1
nq Ñ c   8 as n Ñ 8.
The basic idea is to first use the regular variation condition C1pγq that entails the following
classical Weissman extrapolation formula for ordinary quantiles:
qτ 1np1q
qτnp1q

Upp1  τ 1nq
1q
Upp1  τnq1q


1  τ 1n
1  τn

γ
as τn and τ
1
n approach 1 [Weissman (1978)]. The key argument is then to use the asymptotic
equivalence
qτ ppq  Cpγ; pq  qτ p1q as τ Ò 1, (5)
shown in Corollary 1, to get the purely Lpquantile approximation
qτ 1nppq
qτnppq


1  τ 1n
1  τn

γ
.
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This motivates us to define the estimator
pqWτ 1n ppq : 1  τ 1n1  τn

pγn pqτnppq (6)
for some
a
np1  τnqconsistent estimator pγn of γ  γr, with pqτnppq being the empirical least
asymmetrically weighted Lp estimator of qτnppq.
Theorem 2. Assume that p ¡ 1 and:
• condition Spφq holds, with °8n1aφpnq   8;
• F is strictly decreasing and satisfies C2pγr, ρ, Aq with γr   1{r2pp 1qs and ρ   0;
• F is either light-tailed or satisfies condition C1pγ`q;
• γ`   1{r2pp 1qs in case F is heavy-tailed.
Assume further that
• τn and τ 1n Ò 1, with np1  τnq Ñ 8 and np1  τ 1nq Ñ c   8;
• anp1  τnqppγn  γrq dÝÑ ζ, for a suitable estimator pγn of γr and ζ a nondegenerate
limiting random variable;
• anp1  τnqmax t1  τn, App1  τnq1q, Rrpqτnp1q, p, γrq, R`pqτnp1q, p, γ`qu Op1q (in this
bias condition the notation of Proposition 2 is used);
• anp1  τnq{ logrp1  τnq{p1  τ 1nqs Ñ 8.
Then a
np1  τnq
logrp1  τnq{p1  τ 1nqs
pqWτ 1n ppq
qτ 1nppq
 1

d
ÝÑ ζ as nÑ 8.
Another option for estimating qτ 1nppq is by using directly its asymptotic connection (5)
with qτ 1np1q to define the plug-in estimator
rqWτ 1n ppq : Cppγn; pq pqWτ 1n p1q, (7)
obtained by substituting in a
a
np1  τnqconsistent estimator pγn of γ and the traditional
Weissman estimator pqWτ 1n p1q  1  τ 1n1  τn

pγn pqτnp1q, (8)
of the extreme quantile qτ 1np1q, where pqτnp1q  Xntnp1τnqu,n and tu denotes the floor function.
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Theorem 3. Assume that p ¡ 1 and:
• F is strictly decreasing and satisfies C2pγr, ρ, Aq with γr   1{pp 1q and ρ   0;
• F is either light-tailed or satisfies condition C1pγ`q;
• γ`   1{pp 1q in case F is heavy-tailed.
Assume further that
• τn and τ 1n Ò 1, with np1  τnq Ñ 8 and np1  τ 1nq Ñ c   8;
• anp1  τnq  Xntnp1τnqu,n{qτnp1q  1  OPp1q;
• anp1  τnq ppγn  γrq dÝÑ ζ, for a suitable estimator pγn of γr and ζ a nondegenerate
limiting random variable;
• anp1  τnqmax t1  τn, App1  τnq1q, Rrpqτnp1q, p, γrq, R`pqτnp1q, p, γ`qu Op1q (in this
condition the notation of Proposition 2 is used);
• anp1  τnq{ logrp1  τnq{p1  τ 1nqs Ñ 8.
Then a
np1  τnq
logrp1  τnq{p1  τ 1nqs
rqWτ 1n ppq
qτ 1nppq
 1

d
ÝÑ ζ as nÑ 8.
Both these results, as well as the extrapolation results of the upcoming Sections 4 and 5,
require a tail index estimator pγn such that anp1  τnq ppγn  γrq dÝÑ ζ with ζ a limiting
random variable with nondegenerate distribution. Under our dependence condition Spφq,
the sequence pX1, X2, . . .q is in particular βmixing, and it then follows from Drees (2003)
that, under further conditions on the βmixing coefficients as well as regularity conditions
on the tail of the underlying distribution and on the joint tail of bivariate margins, there
exists a wide class of estimators pγn satisfying this convergence condition. In particular, it is
mentioned in Drees (2003, pp.625–626) that the Hill estimator (Hill, 1975), the Pickands esti-
mator (Pickands, 1975), the moment estimator (Dekkers et al., 1989) and the maximum like-
lihood estimator in a generalized Pareto model are all part of this class; later, de Haan et al.
(2016) proved that a bias-reduced version of the Hill estimator is also
a
np1  τnqconsistent
in this sense. Theorem 3 further requires that the empirical estimator Xntnp1τnqu,n of qτnp1q
be
a
np1  τnqconsistent; under the regularity conditions of Drees (2003), this is also true
and Xntnp1τnqu,n is in fact asymptotically Gaussian, see Theorem 2.1 therein. Finally, let us
mention that this convergence condition on Xntnp1τnqu,n is clearly satisfied for independent
observations, see Theorem 2.4.1 in de Haan and Ferreira (2006, p.50).
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Our experience with simulated and real data indicates that, for non-negative loss distri-
butions, the plug-in Weissman estimator rqWτ 1n ppq in (7) tends to be more efficient relative to
the least asymmetrically weighted Lp estimator pqWτ 1n ppq in (6), for all values of p ¡ 1. However,
for real-valued profit-loss random variables, the least asymmetrically weighted Lp estimatorpqWτ 1n ppq is sometimes the winner following the values of p and γ. In particular, pqWτ 1n pp  2q
appears to be superior to rqWτ 1n pp  2q for all values of γ.
4 Recovering extreme quantiles from Lpquantiles
The generalized Lpquantiles do not have, for p ¡ 1, an intuitive interpretation as direct
as the original L1quantiles. If the statistician wishes to estimate tail Lpquantiles qτ 1nppq
that have the same probabilistic interpretation as a quantile qαnp1q, with a given relative
frequency αn, then the extreme level τ
1
n can be specified by the closed form expression (2),
that is,
τ 1npp, αn; 1q 
E

|X  qαnp1q|
p11ItX¤qαn p1qu

E r|X  qαnp1q|p1s
,
or equivalently
1  τ 1npp, αn; 1q 
E

|X  qαnp1q|
p11ItX¡qαn p1qu

E r|X  qαnp1q|p1s
. (9)
In order to manage extreme events, financial institutions and insurance companies are typ-
ically interested in tail probabilities αn Ñ 1 with np1  αnq Ñ c, a finite constant, as the
sample size n Ñ 8. For example, in the context of medical insurance data with 75,789
claims, Beirlant et al. (2004, p.123) estimate the claim amount that will be exceeded on
average only once in 100,000 cases. In the context of systemic risk measurement, Acharya
et al. (2012) handle once-in-a-decade events with one year of data, while Brownlees and
Engle (2012) and Cai et al. (2015) consider once-per-decade systemic events with a data
time horizon of ten years. In the context of the backtesting problem, which is crucial in
the current Basel III regulatory framework, Chavez-Demoulin et al. (2014) and Gong et al.
(2015) estimate quantiles exceeded on average once every 100 cases with sample sizes of the
order of hundreds. Such examples are abundant especially in the extreme value literature.
The statistical problem is now to estimate the unknown extreme level τ 1npp, αn; 1q from
the available historical data. To this end, we first note that under condition C1pγrq and if
γr   1{pp 1q, then Proposition 1 entails
F pqτ 1nppqq
1  τ 1n

γr
Bpp, γ1r  p  1q
as nÑ 8.
It then follows from qτ 1nppq  qαnp1q and F pqαnp1qq  1  αn that
1  αn
1  τ 1n

γr
Bpp, γ1r  p  1q
as nÑ 8.
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Therefore τ 1n  τ
1
npp, αn; 1q satisfies the following asymptotic equivalence:
1  τ 1npp, αn; 1q  p1  αnq
1
γr
B

p,
1
γr
 p  1


as nÑ 8.
Interestingly, 1  τ 1npp, αn; 1q in (9) then asymptotically depends on the tail index γr but
not on the actual value qαnp1q of the quantile itself. A natural estimator of 1  τ
1
npp, αn; 1q
can now be defined by replacing, in its asymptotic approximation, the tail index γr by aa
np1  τnqconsistent estimator pγn as above, to get
pτ 1npp, αn; 1q  1  p1  αnq 1pγnB

p,
1pγn  p  1


. (10)
Next, we derive the limiting distribution of pτ 1npp, αn; 1q.
Theorem 4. Assume that p ¡ 1 and:
• F satisfies condition C2pγr, ρ, Aq;
• F is either light-tailed or satisfies condition C1pγ`q;
• γr   1{pp 1q, and γ`   1{pp 1q in case F is heavy-tailed.
Assume further that
• τn and αn Ò 1, with np1  τnq Ñ 8;
• anp1  τnq ppγn  γrq dÝÑ ζ, for a suitable estimator pγn of γr and ζ a nondegenerate
limiting random variable;
• anp1  τnqmax t1  αn, App1  αnq1q, Rrpqαnp1q, p, γrq, R`pqαnp1q, p, γ`qu Op1q (in
this condition the notation of Proposition 2 is used).
Then: a
np1  τnq

1  pτ 1npp, αn; 1q
1  τ 1npp, αn; 1q
 1


 OPp1q
as nÑ 8. If actuallya
np1  τnqmax
 
1  αn, App1  αnq
1q, Rrpqαnp1q, p, γrq, R`pqαnp1q, p, γ`q
(
Ñ 0
then:a
np1  τnq

1  pτ 1npp, αn; 1q
1  τ 1npp, αn; 1q
 1


d
ÝÑ 
"
1  
1
γr

Ψ

1
γr
 p  1


 Ψ

1
γr
  1

*
ζ
γr
as nÑ 8, where Ψpxq  Γ1pxq{Γpxq denotes the digamma function.
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In practice, given a tail probability αn and a power p P p1, 2s, the extreme quantile
qαnp1q can be estimated from the generalized L
pquantile estimators pqWτ 1n ppq and rqWτ 1n ppq in
two steps: first, estimate τ 1n  τ
1
npp, αn; 1q by pτ 1npp, αn; 1q and, second, use the estimatorspqWτ 1n ppq and rqWτ 1n ppq as if τ 1n were known, by substituting the estimated value pτ 1npp, αn; 1q in
place of τ 1n, yielding the following two extreme quantile estimators:
pqW
pτ 1npp,αn;1q
ppq 

1  pτ 1npp, αn; 1q
1  τn

pγn pqτnppq
and rqW
pτ 1npp,αn;1q
ppq  Cppγn; pq pqW
pτ 1npp,αn;1q
p1q.
This is actually a two-stage estimation procedure in the sense that the intermediate level τn
used in the first stage to compute pτ 1npp, αn; 1q needs not be the same as the intermediate levels
used in the second stage to compute the extrapolated Lpquantile estimators pqWτ 1n ppq andrqWτ 1n ppq. Detailed practical guidelines to implement efficiently the final composite estimatespqW
pτ 1npp,αn;1q
ppq and rqW
pτ 1npp,αn;1q
ppq are provided in Section 7 through a real data example. For
the sake of simplicity, we do not emphasise in the asymptotic results below the distinction
between the intermediate level used in the first stage and those used in the second stage. It
should be, however, noted that when the estimation procedure is carried out in one single
step instead, i.e. with the same intermediate level in both pτ 1npp, αn; 1q and the extrapolated
Lpquantile estimators, then the composite version rqW
pτ 1npp,αn;1q
ppq is nothing but the Weissman
quantile estimator pqWαnp1q. Indeed, in that case, we have by (8) and the definition of Cp, q
below Corollary 1 that
rqW
pτ 1npp,αn;1q
ppq  Cppγn; pq pqW
pτ 1npp,αn;1q
p1q

 pγn
Bpp, pγ1n  p  1q
pγn 1  pτ 1npp, αn; 1q
1  τn

pγn pqτnp1q

 pγn
Bpp, pγ1n  p  1q 
p1  αnq
1
pγn
B

p, 1
pγn
 p  1
	
1  τn
ﬁﬂpγn pqτnp1q


1  αn
1  τn
pγn pqτnp1q  pqWαnp1q.
Our next two convergence results examine the asymptotic properties of the two composite
estimators pqW
pτ 1npp,αn;1q
ppq and rqW
pτ 1npp,αn;1q
ppq. We first consider the estimator pqW
pτ 1npp,αn;1q
ppq.
Theorem 5. Assume that p ¡ 1 and:
• condition Spφq holds, with °8n1aφpnq   8;
• F is strictly decreasing and satisfies C2pγr, ρ, Aq with γr   1{r2pp 1qs and ρ   0;
• F is either light-tailed or satisfies condition C1pγ`q;
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• γ`   1{r2pp 1qs in case F is heavy-tailed.
Assume further that
• τn and αn Ò 1, with np1  τnq Ñ 8 and np1  αnq Ñ c   8;
• anp1  τnq ppγn  γrq dÝÑ ζ, for a suitable estimator pγn of γr and ζ a nondegenerate
limiting random variable;
• anp1  τnqmax t1  τn, App1  τnq1q, Rrpqτnp1q, p, γrq, R`pqτnp1q, p, γ`qu Op1q (in this
condition the notation of Proposition 2 is used);
• anp1  τnq{ logrp1  τnq{p1  αnqs Ñ 8.
Then a
np1  τnq
logrp1  τnq{p1  αnqs
pqW
pτ 1npp,αn;1q
ppq
qαnp1q
 1

d
ÝÑ ζ as nÑ 8.
As regards the alternative extrapolated estimator rqW
pτ 1npp,αn;1q
ppq, we have the following
asymptotic result.
Theorem 6. Assume that p ¡ 1 and:
• F is strictly decreasing and satisfies C2pγr, ρ, Aq with γr   1{pp 1q and ρ   0;
• F is either light-tailed or satisfies condition C1pγ`q;
• γ`   1{pp 1q in case F is heavy-tailed.
Assume further that
• τn and αn Ò 1, with np1  τnq Ñ 8 and np1  αnq Ñ c   8;
• anp1  τnq  Xntnp1τnqu,n{qτnp1q  1  OPp1q;
• anp1  τnq ppγn  γrq dÝÑ ζ, for a suitable estimator pγn of γr and ζ a nondegenerate
limiting random variable;
• anp1  τnqmax t1  τn, App1  τnq1q, Rrpqτnp1q, p, γrq, R`pqτnp1q, p, γ`qu Op1q (in this
condition the notation of Proposition 2 is used);
• anp1  τnq{ logrp1  τnq{p1  αnqs Ñ 8.
Then a
np1  τnq
logrp1  τnq{p1  αnqs
rqW
pτ 1npp,αn;1q
ppq
qαnp1q
 1

d
ÝÑ ζ as nÑ 8.
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Just as in the previous section, we note that Theorems 4, 5 and 6 hold true in the
dependence framework Spφq, for a wide class of estimators pγn, under further conditions
on the βmixing coefficients as well as regularity conditions on the tail of the underlying
distribution and on the joint tail of bivariate margins, see Drees (2003).
The analysis above is concerned with the heavy right-tails pαn Ñ 1q of non-negative
loss distributions as well as real-valued profit-loss random variables. Similar considerations
evidently apply when the focus is on the heavy left-tail pαn Ñ 0q of a series of financial
returns. In this case, the problem translates into estimating the quantile q1αnp1q with the
sign convention for values of X as the negative of returns.
A comparison and validation on financial time series in Section 7 shows that the two-
stage estimation procedure may afford more accurate estimates pqW
pτ 1npp,αn;1q
ppq and rqW
pτ 1npp,αn;1q
ppq
of qαnp1q than the traditional Weissman estimator pqWαnp1q defined in (8).
5 Recovering extreme expectiles from Lpquantiles
In this section we focus on L2quantiles, or equivalently expectiles, which define the only
M-quantiles that are coherent risk measures, and we assume therefore that EpXq   8 and
γr   1 to guarantee their existence. We consider extrapolated estimation of tail expectiles
qαnp2q, where αn Ò 1 and np1  αnq Ñ c   8 as n Ñ 8. The first presented asymmetric
least squares estimator pqWαnp2q in (6) reads as
pqWαnp2q  1  αn1  τn

pγn pqτnp2q, (11)
where pqτnp2q is defined in (3) with p  2. The second plug-in Weissman estimator rqWαnp2q,
described in (7), translates into
rqWαnp2q : Cppγn; 2q pqWαnp1q (12)
 ppγ1n  1qpγn pqWαnp1q,
where pqWαnp1q is the classical Weissman quantile estimator given in (8). The asymptotic prop-
erties of both extreme expectile estimators pqWαnp2q and rqWαnp2q had been already established
in Daouia et al. (2016) for independent observations. It was also found there that pqWαnp2q
is superior to rqWαnp2q in the case of real-valued profit-loss random variables, while rqWαnp2q es-
sentially is the winner in the case of non-negative loss distributions. Here, we suggest novel
extrapolated estimators that might be more efficient than pqWαnp2q and rqWαnp2q themselves. The
first basic tool is the following asymptotic connection between the extreme expectile qαnp2q
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and its Lpquantile analogue qαnppq:
qαnp2q  Cpγr; 2q  qαnp1q as αn Ò 1
 Cpγr; 2q  C
1pγr; pq  qαnppq as αn Ò 1,
when p ¡ 1 is such that γr   1{pp  1q [in particular, this is true for any p P p1, 2s since it
is assumed here that γr   1]. This asymptotic equivalence follows immediately by applying
Corollary 1 twice. One may then define the alternative estimator
qpαnp2q : Cppγn; 2q  C1ppγn; pq  pqWαnppq (13)
 ppγ1n  1qpγn  pγnBpp, pγ1n  p  1q

pγn pqWαnppq,
obtained by substituting in a
a
np1  τnqconsistent estimator pγn of γr and the extrapo-
lated version pqWαnppq of the least asymmetrically weighted Lpquantile estimator, given in
(6). The idea is therefore to exploit the accuracy of the asymptotic connection between
population Lpquantiles and traditional quantiles in conjunction with the superiority of
sample Lpquantiles in terms of finite-sample performance. Note that by replacing pqWαnppq
in (13) with the plug-in estimator rqWαnppq introduced in (7), we recover the estimator rqWαnp2q
described in (12).
Theorem 7. Pick p P p1, 2s. Assume that:
• condition Spφq holds, with °8n1aφpnq   8;
• F is strictly decreasing and satisfies C2pγr, ρ, Aq with γr   1{maxr1, 2pp  1qs and
ρ   0;
• F is either light-tailed or satisfies condition C1pγ`q;
• γ`   1{maxr1, 2pp 1qs in case F is heavy-tailed.
Assume further that
• τn and αn Ò 1, with np1  τnq Ñ 8 and np1  αnq Ñ c   8;
• anp1  τnqppγn  γrq dÝÑ ζ, for a suitable estimator pγn of γr and ζ a nondegenerate
limiting random variable;
• anp1  τnqmax t1  τn, App1  τnq1q, Rrpqτnp1q, p, γrq, R`pqτnp1q, p, γ`qu Op1q (in this
condition the notation of Proposition 2 is used);
• anp1  τnq{ logrp1  τnq{p1  αnqs Ñ 8.
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Then a
np1  τnq
logrp1  τnq{p1  αnqs
qpαnp2q
qαnp2q
 1


d
ÝÑ ζ as nÑ 8.
As a matter of fact, qpαnp2q approaches pqWαnp2q when p tends to 2, whereas it approachesrqWαnp2q when p tends to 1. In practice, as suggested by our experiments with simulated
data in Appendix C.1 of the supplementary material document, we favor the use of qpαnp2q
with p very close to 1 for non-negative loss distributions, and with p very close to 2 for
real-valued profit-loss random variables. It is in the latter case that qpαnp2q may appear to
be appreciably more efficient relatively to both estimators pqWαnp2q and rqWαnp2q, especially for
profit-loss distributions with long tails.
Another way of recovering expectiles from Lpquantiles is by proceeding as in the pre-
vious section in the case of ordinary quantiles. To estimate the extreme expectile qαnp2q,
the idea is to use a tail Lpquantile qτ 1nppq which coincides with (and therefore has the same
interpretation as) qαnp2q. Given αn and the power p, the level τ
1
n such that qτ 1nppq  qαnp2q
has the explicit expression
τ 1npp, αn; 2q 
E

|X  qαnp2q|
p11ItX¤qαn p2qu

E r|X  qαnp2q|p1s
(14)
in view of (1). This closed form of τ 1n  τ
1
npp, αn; 2q depends heavily on qαnp2q, but for any
p ¡ 1 such that γr   1{pp 1q, condition C1pγrq and Proposition 1 entail that
F pqτ 1nppqq
1  τ 1n

γr
Bpp, γ1r  p  1q
as nÑ 8.
It follows from qτ 1nppq  qαnp2q that
F pqαnp2qq
1  τ 1n

γr
Bpp, γ1r  p  1q
as nÑ 8.
We also have by Theorem 11 in Bellini et al. (2014) that
F pqαnp2qq  p1  αnqpγ
1
r  1q as nÑ 8.
Therefore τ 1n in (14) satisfies the asymptotic equivalence
1  τ 1npp, αn; 2q  p1  αnqpγ
1
r  1q
1
γr
B

p,
1
γr
 p  1


as nÑ 8.
By substituting a
a
np1  τnqconsistent estimator pγn in place of the tail index γr, we obtain
the following estimator of τ 1npp, αn; 2q:
pτ 1npp, αn; 2q : 1  p1  αnq  pγ1n  1 1pγnB

p,
1pγn  p  1


. (15)
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Finally, one may estimate the extreme expectile qαnp2q  qτ 1npp,αn;2qppq by the following
composite Lpquantile estimators
pqW
pτ 1npp,αn;2q
ppq 

1  pτ 1npp, αn; 2q
1  τn

pγn pqτnppq (16)
and rqW
pτ 1npp,αn;2q
ppq  Cppγn; pq pqW
pτ 1npp,αn;2q
p1q, (17)
obtained by replacing τ 1n in pqWτ 1n ppq and rqWτ 1n ppq with pτ 1npp, αn; 2q. It is remarkable that these
two estimators are intimately linked to those of Section 4, since
pqW
pτ 1npp,αn;2q
ppq  Cppγn; pqpqW
pτ 1npp,αn;1q
ppq and rqW
pτ 1npp,αn;2q
ppq  Cppγn; pqrqW
pτ 1npp,αn;1q
ppq.
We first unravel the limit distribution of the extrapolated estimator pqW
pτ 1npp,αn;2q
ppq.
Theorem 8. Pick p P p1, 2s. Assume that:
• condition Spφq holds, with °8n1aφpnq   8;
• F is strictly decreasing and satisfies C2pγr, ρ, Aq with γr   1{maxr1, 2pp  1qs and
ρ   0;
• F is either light-tailed or satisfies condition C1pγ`q;
• γ`   1{maxr1, 2pp 1qs in case F is heavy-tailed.
Assume further that
• τn and αn Ò 1, with np1  τnq Ñ 8 and np1  αnq Ñ c   8;
• anp1  τnq ppγn  γrq dÝÑ ζ, for a suitable estimator pγn of γr and ζ a nondegenerate
limiting random variable;
• anp1  τnqmax t1  τn, App1  τnq1q, Rrpqτnp1q, p, γrq, R`pqτnp1q, p, γ`qu  Op1q (in
this condition the notation of Proposition 2 is used);
• anp1  τnq{ logrp1  τnq{p1  αnqs Ñ 8.
Then a
np1  τnq
logrp1  τnq{p1  αnqs
pqW
pτ 1npp,αn;2q
ppq
qαnp2q
 1

d
ÝÑ ζ as nÑ 8.
Next, we derive the asymptotic distribution of the composite estimator rqW
pτ 1npp,αn;2q
ppq.
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Theorem 9. Pick p P p1, 2s. Assume that:
• F is strictly decreasing and satisfies C2pγr, ρ, Aq with γr   1 and ρ   0;
• F is either light-tailed or satisfies condition C1pγ`q;
• γ`   1 in case F is heavy-tailed.
Assume further that
• τn and αn Ò 1, with np1  τnq Ñ 8 and np1  αnq Ñ c   8;
• anp1  τnq  Xntnp1τnqu,n{qτnp1q  1  OPp1q;
• anp1  τnq ppγn  γrq dÝÑ ζ, for a suitable estimator pγn of γr and ζ a nondegenerate
limiting random variable;
• anp1  τnqmax t1  τn, App1  τnq1q, Rrpqτnp1q, p, γrq, R`pqτnp1q, p, γ`qu  Op1q (in
this condition the notation of Proposition 2 is used);
• anp1  τnq{ logrp1  τnq{p1  αnqs Ñ 8.
Then a
np1  τnq
logrp1  τnq{p1  αnqs
rqW
pτ 1npp,αn;2q
ppq
qαnp2q
 1

d
ÝÑ ζ as nÑ 8.
Our experience with simulated data in Appendix C.2 of the supplementary material
document indicates that pqW
pτ 1npp,αn;2q
ppq in (16) behaves very similarly to qpαnp2q in (13). In
particular, pqW
pτ 1npp,αn;2q
ppq exhibits better accuracy relative to both rival estimators pqWαnp2q andrqWαnp2q in the important case of profit-loss distributions with heavier tails. By contrast, the
second composite estimator rqW
pτ 1npp,αn;2q
ppq in (17) does not bring Monte Carlo evidence of any
added value with respect to the benchmark estimators pqWαnp2q and rqWαnp2q.
6 Some simulation evidence
To evaluate the finite-sample performance of the Lpquantile estimators described above
we have undertaken some simulation experiments. The experiments all employ the Pareto
distribution F pxq  1  x1{γ, x ¡ 1, the Fre´chet distribution F pxq  ex
1{γ
, x ¡ 0,
and the Student t-distribution with degree of freedom 1{γ. The accuracy of the estimators
is assessed through the Relative Mean-Squared Error (RMSE) and the bias computed over
3,000 replications. Most of the error is due to variance, the squared bias being typically much
smaller. We present mainly the RMSE estimates to save space. All the experiments here
have sample size n  200. Further simulation results about extreme expectile estimation
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are discussed in Appendices C.1 and C.2 of the supplementary material document. We also
investigate the normality of some presented extreme Lpquantile estimators in Supplement
C.3, where the QQ-plots indicate that our limit theorems provide adequate approximations
for finite sample sizes.
6.1 Which Lpquantiles can accurately be estimated?
To answer this first question we compare the least asymmetrically weighted Lp estimatorspqτ ppq of qτ ppq, with two intermediate levels τ  0.9 and τ  0.95, for different values of
p. The obtained Monte Carlo estimates are graphed in Figure 3 for p P t1, 1.05, . . . , 2u
and γ P t0.1, 0.15, . . . , 0.45u. Not surprisingly, the quality of the estimation deteriorates
when γ increases. In particular, for large values of γ (say γ ¥ 0.2), the expectile estimation
appears to be the worst as the RMSE achieves its maximum at p  2. In contrast, for
these particularly large values of γ (although this seems to be true for smaller γ as well), the
estimation accuracy is clearly higher for small values of p, say p ¤ 1.45. Also, we see that
the value of p minimizing the RMSE depends heavily on γ. Yet, the choice of p P p1.2, 1.6q
seems to be a good global compromise.
This conclusion is, however, no longer valid when it comes to estimate extreme Lpquantiles
qτ 1nppq with, for instance, τ
1
n P r1
1
n
, 1q. To see this, we compare the extrapolated least asym-
metrically weighted Lp estimators pqWτ 1n ppq in (6) and the plug-in Weissman estimators rqWτ 1n ppq
in (7). The experiments all employ τ 1n  1  1{n and various values of p in r1, 2s. We also
used here the intermediate level τn  1 k{n and the Hill estimator pγn  1k °ki1 log Xni 1,nXnk,n
of the tail index γ (see Hill, 1975). The number k can be viewed as the effective sample size
for tail extrapolation.
The evolution of the RMSE of the two classes of estimators tpqWτ 1n ppqup and trqWτ 1n ppqup in
terms of the value k is displayed in Figures 4, 5 and 6 for the Fre´chet, Pareto and Student
distributions, respectively. To save space, we show only the Monte Carlo estimates obtained
for the tail index values γ  0.1 (top panels) and γ  0.45 (bottom panels). It may be seen
that both extreme Lpquantile estimators tpqWτ 1n ppqup, in the left panels, and trqWτ 1n ppqup, in the
right panels, attain more accuracy for p P r1, 1.3s or p P r1.7, 2s. This can also be observed
from Figure 12 where the RMSE is graphed as function of the power p in dashed red forpqWτ 1n ppq and in dashed blue for rqWτ 1n ppq, with k being chosen optimally so as to minimize the
RMSE of each estimator.
It should also be emphasized that, in 8 cases among the 12 pictures in Figures 4–6, the
best accuracy is not achieved at p  1 or p  2, but at inbetween values: a zoom in on some
pictures where the best accuracy is achieved with values of p R t1, 2u is given in Figure 7.
We shall discuss below the important question of how to pick out p in practice in order to
get the most accurate extreme Lpquantile estimates from a forecasting perspective.
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Figure 3: Relative MSE (in log scale) as a function of p, for different values of γ. From left
to right, τ  0.9, 0.95. From top to bottom, Fre´chet, Pareto and Student distributions.
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Figure 4: Fre´chet distribution—RMSE (in log scale) of pqWτ 1n ppq in left panels and rqWτ 1n ppq in
right panels. From top to bottom: γ  0.1, 0.45.
6.2 Which extreme Lpquantile estimator: pqWτ 1n ppq or rq
W
τ 1n
ppq?
Based on the experiments above, we would like to comment here on the performance of the
least asymmetrically weighted Lp estimator pqWτ 1n ppq in comparison with the plug-in Weissman
estimator rqWτ 1n ppq, for each fixed value of p P p1, 2s.
In the Fre´chet and Pareto cases that correspond to non-negative random variables, it
may be seen from Figures 4 and 5 that rqWτ 1n ppq, in the right panels, behaves almost overall
better than pqWτ 1n ppq in the left panels. This can be visualized more clearly in Figures 8 and
9 for three chosen values of p P t1.2, 1.5, 1.8u. This may also be seen from Figure 12 where
the RMSE is plotted against p (in dashed lines) for k chosen to minimize the RMSE.
In the case of the Student distribution, it may be seen from Figures 6 and 10 that rqWτ 1n ppq
remains still competitive, but pqWτ 1n ppq becomes more reliable for large values of p, say, p ¥ 1.9.
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Figure 5: Pareto distribution—RMSE (in log scale) of pqWτ 1n ppq in left panels and rqWτ 1n ppq in
right panels. From top to bottom: γ  0.1, 0.45.
In particular, pqWτ 1n ppq is clearly the winner for p  2 as already demonstrated in Daouia et al.
(2016) via other scenarios. We repeated this kind of exercise with different values of γ, and
arrived at the same tentative conclusions.
Interestingly, for p close to 1 and for the positive distributions, both estimators seem
to perform comparably. The important gap in performance which sometimes occurs as
p increases is most certainly due to the sensitivity of the least asymmetrically weighted
estimator to the top extreme values in the sample. The estimator rqWτ 1n ppq does of course
benefit from more robustness since it is computed using a single sample quantile.
6.3 Selection of the sample fraction k
The computation of the different presented extreme-value estimators requires the deter-
mination of the optimal value of the sample fraction k involved in the intermediate level
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Figure 6: Student distribution—RMSE (in log scale) of pqWτ 1n ppq in left panels and rqWτ 1n ppq in
right panels. From top to bottom: γ  0.1, 0.45.
τn  1  k{n. A commonly used heuristic approach is to plot each estimator versus k and
then pick out a suitable k corresponding to the first stable part of the plot [see, e.g., Sec-
tion 3 in de Haan and Ferreira (2006)]. A vexing defect with this heuristic approach from a
forecasting perspective is that it requires looking at the plot of the estimator at each forecast
case. Instead of such a semi-automatic procedure, a fully automatic data-driven device can
be performed to recover a suitable kˆ in each forecast case. The basic idea is to evaluate
first the estimator of interest [e.g., pγn, pqWτ 1n ppq, rqWτ 1n ppq, pτ 1npp, αn; 1q or qpαnp2q] over the range
of values of k, and then to select the k where the variation of the results is the smallest.
We achieve this by computing the standard deviations of the estimator over a “window”
of successive values of k. The value of k where the standard deviation is minimal defines
the desired sample fraction kˆ. This idea was already implemented recently by Daouia et
al. (2010), Daouia et al. (2013), Stupfler (2013), Goegebeur et al. (2014) and Gardes and
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Figure 7: Zoom in on some pictures in Figures 4, 5 and 6, where the best accuracy corresponds
to values of p R t1, 2u.
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Figure 8: Fre´chet distribution—RMSE (in log scale) of pqWτ 1n ppq (blue) and rqWτ 1n ppq (red) as
function of k P t2, . . . , n  1u. From left to right, γ  0.1, 0.45. From top to bottom,
p  1.2, 1.5, 1.8.
Stupfler (2014), among others. Here, we apply the improved algorithm developed by El
Methni and Stupfler (2017a, pp.919-920). The calculations all employ the same window of
approximately 10 successive values of k.
The main difficulty when employing this automatic selection method is that the estima-
tor of interest may be so unstable as a function of k that reasonable values of k [which would
correspond to the true quantity we want to estimate] may be hidden in the plot. Conse-
quently, the final estimates obtained from the selected kˆ may exhibit considerable volatility
as a function of the power p. Typical realizations are shown in Figure 11 when computing
the optimal estimates pqWτ 1n ppq and rqWτ 1n ppq of the extreme Lpquantile qτ 1nppq, with τ 1n  11{n
and p P p1, 2s. Based on simulated samples from Fre´chet, Pareto and Student distributions
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Figure 9: Pareto distribution—RMSE (in log scale) of pqWτ 1n ppq (blue) and rqWτ 1n ppq (red) as
function of k P t2, . . . , n  1u. From left to right, γ  0.1, 0.45. From top to bottom,
p  1.2, 1.5, 1.8.
with γ P t0.10, 0.45u, the resulting graphs of p ÞÑ pqWτ 1n ppq and p ÞÑ rqWτ 1n ppq are plotted in red
and blue, respectively, along with the true Lpquantile function p ÞÑ qτ 1nppq in green. It
may be seen that the selection data-driven method affords reasonable estimates regarding
the very small sample size n  200, but very good results with stable plots may require a
large sample size of the order of several thousands.
To evaluate the performance of the automatic data-driven method, we have undertaken
some Monte Carlo experiments using the same sample size n  200. As a benchmark method
for selecting the optimal k, we have used the value of k which minimizes the relative MSE
of each estimator. The final RMSE and bias estimates of the two estimators pqWτ 1n ppq andrqWτ 1n ppq, computed over 3,000 replications, are graphed in Figures 12 and 13 as functions of
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Figure 10: Student distribution—RMSE (in log scale) of pqWτ 1n ppq (blue) and rqWτ 1n ppq (red) as
function of k. From left to right, γ  0.1, 0.45. From top to bottom, p  1.2, 1.5, 1.8.
the power p. The solid curves in red and blue indicate the respective Monte Carlo estimates
for pqWτ 1n ppq and rqWτ 1n ppq obtained via the data-driven method, while the dashed versions give
the benchmark optimal results obtained via the RMSE minimization. These results give a
good overall impression of the precision of the two estimators pqWτ 1n ppq and rqWτ 1n ppq as well as the
adopted data-driven method. In particular, it may be seen that the evolution of the Monte
Carlo estimates obtained via the data-driven method (solid lines) is generally coherent with
the evolution of those obtained via the RMSE minimization (dashed lines).
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Figure 11: The plots of the estimators pqWτ 1n ppq and rqWτ 1n ppq against p, respectively, in red and
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Figure 12: Relative MSE estimates of pqWτ 1n ppq in red and rqWτ 1n ppq in blue, as functions of p, with
τ 1n  1  1{n. In solid lines the estimates obtained via the data-driven method, in dashed
lines the estimates obtained via the RMSE minimization.
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Figure 13: Bias estimates of pqWτ 1n ppq in red and rqWτ 1n ppq in blue, as functions of p, with τ 1n 
1 1{n. In solid lines the estimates obtained via the data-driven method, in dashed lines the
estimates obtained via the RMSE minimization.
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7 Validation and comparison on historical data
An important step beyond estimation of extreme Lpquantiles qτ 1nppq from historical data
is to be able to validate and compare the presented estimation procedures. We already
know that, in the case of non-negative loss distributions, it is more efficient to use the plug-
in Weissman estimator rqWτ 1n ppq than the least asymmetrically weighted Lp estimator pqWτ 1n ppq,
as indicated by the Monte Carlo evidence above. In contrast, there is no clear winner in
terms of the MSE in the case of real-valued profit-loss random variables. Here, we focus
on the latter case when the ultimate interest is in an estimate of the loss return amount
(negative log-return) that will be fallen below (on average) only once in N cases, with N
being typically larger than or equal to the sample size n [see, e.g., Acharya et al. (2012),
Chavez-Demoulin et al. (2014), Gong et al. (2015) and Cai et al. (2015) for similar recent
studies]. More specifically, we wish to use rqWτ 1n ppq and pqWτ 1n ppq as estimators of the p1{nqth
L1quantile q1{np1q  qτ 1nppq, for which verification and comparison is possible thanks to its
elicitability property [see, e.g., Gneiting (2011) and Ziegel (2016)]. Following the ideas of
Gneiting (2011) and Ziegel (2016), we consider in this section the evaluation and comparison
of the two competing estimators rqWτ 1n ppq and pqWτ 1n ppq with the standard left tail Weissman
quantile estimator pqW1{np1q from a forecasting perspective, trying to give the best possible
point estimate for tomorrow with our knowledge of today. The portfolio under consideration
is represented by the S&P500 Index from 4 January 1994 to 30 September 2016, which
corresponds to 5727 trading days. The corresponding logarithmic returns are reported in
Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Log-returns of the S&P500 Index.
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Let the random variable X model the future observation of interest. If the pτ 1nqth
Lpquantile qτ 1nppq coincides with the p1{nqth L
1quantile q1{np1q, then it equals the optimal
point forecast for X given by the Bayes rule
qτ 1nppq  q1{np1q  arg min
qPR
E rLnpq,Xqs ,
under the asymmetric piecewise linear scoring function
Ln : R2 ÝÑ r0,8q, pq, xq ÞÑ η 1
n
px q; 1q,
where Lnpq, xq represents the loss or penalty when the point forecast q is issued and the
realization x of X materializes. Following Gneiting (2011) and Ziegel (2016), the point
estimates pqWτ 1n ppq, rqWτ 1n ppq and pqW1{np1q of qτ 1nppq can then be compared and assessed by means
of the scoring function Ln. Suppose that, in T forecast cases, we have point forecasts
q
pmq
1 , . . . , q
pmq
T
	
and realizing observations px1, . . . , xT q, where the index m numbers the
competing forecasters
q
p1q
t : pqW1{np1q, qp2qt : pqWτ 1n ppq and qp3qt : rqWτ 1n ppq
that are computed at each forecast case t  1, . . . , T . These purely historical estimates can
then be ranked in terms of their average scores (the lower the better):
L¯pmqn 
1
T
T¸
t1
Ln

q
pmq
t , xt
	
, m  1, 2, 3. (18)
In our motivating application concerned with the logarithmic returns of the S&P500 Index,
the three estimates were computed on rolling windows of length n  2510, which corresponds
to T  3217 forecast cases. Based on the US market, there are on average 251 trading days
in a year, and hence each rolling window of size n  10  251 trading days corresponds to
a period of 10 years. Therefore, the tail quantity of interest qτ 1nppq  q1{np1q represents the
daily loss return (negative log-return) for a once-per-decade market crisis. Such a choice of
once-in-a-decade extreme event is often used to evaluate systemic financial risk such as in,
for instance, Brownlees and Engle (2012) and Cai et al. (2015) and the references therein.
We also used the same considerations as before for the choice of the intermediate level τn
and the estimator γˆn of the tail index γ, with the sign convention for values of Y  X as
the negative of returns. With this sign convention, the quantile of interest, q1{np1q, can be
written as Q11{np1q, where Qτ ppq stands for the τth L
pquantile of Y . The extreme level
τ 1n such that Qτ 1nppq  Q11{np1q has the closed form expression τ
1
npp, αn; 1q described in (9),
with αn  1 1{n, and can be estimated by pτ 1npp, 1  1{n; 1q in (10). Alternatively, without
recourse to this sign convention as the negative of returns, it is not hard to check that the
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level τ 1n such that qτ 1nppq  q1{np1q can directly be estimated by
pτ 1npp, 1{nq : 1n 1pγn B

p,
1
γˆn
 p  1


.
This might suggest the following strategy at each forecast case t  1, . . . , T :
(a) Calculate the first competing estimate q
p1q
t  pqW1{np1q;
(b) For a given value of p P p1, 2s, calculate the τ 1n estimate τˆ
1
nptq  pτ 1npp, 1{nq;
(c) Calculate the other competing estimates q
p2q
t  pqWτ 1n ppq and qp3qt  rqWτ 1n ppq by substituting
the estimated value τˆ 1nptq in place of τ
1
n.
As a matter of fact, we use in step (c) the two-stage estimators q
p2q
t  pqWτˆ 1nptqppq and qp3qt rqWτˆ 1nptqppq: first, we estimate τ 1n by τˆ 1nptq in step (b) and, second, we use the estimators pqWτ 1n ppq
and rqWτ 1n ppq, as if τ 1n were known, by substituting τˆ 1nptq in place of τ 1n.
Of course, the computation of the different point estimates in steps (a), (b) and (c)
requires the determination of the optimal values of the sample fraction k involved in the
intermediate levels τn of these estimates. Here, we apply the data-driven method described
in Section 6.3. For instance, the plot of the estimator q
p1q
t pkq  pqW1{np1q, that is obtained at
the first forecast case t  1, can be visualized in Figure 15 (a) as a rainbow curve. The effect
of the Hill estimator γˆnpkq on q
p1q
t pkq is highlighted by a colour-scheme, ranking from dark
red (low γˆn) to dark violet (high γˆn). The resulting optimal estimate q
p1q
t pkˆ1q is indicated
by the horizontal yellow dashed line, which affords a less pessimistic forecast than the worst
observed loss return, X1,n, indicated by the horizontal pink dashed line.
When proceeding to step (b) in the first forecast case, with the choice of p  2, we
obtain the plot of the estimator τˆ 1nptq  τˆ
1
npp, kq graphed in Figure 15 (b) as a rainbow
curve, along with its optimal value indicated by the horizontal yellow dashed line. We can
see that the resulting optimal expectile level, τˆ 1nptq  0.000137, is much more extreme than
the chosen quantile level (relative frequency 1{n  0.000398) indicated by the horizontal
pink dashed line. Finally, by proceeding to step (c), we get the estimators q
p2q
t pkq  pqWτ 1n ppq
and q
p3q
t pkq  rqWτ 1n ppq displayed in Figure 15 (c), along with their optimal values qp2qt pkˆ2q and
q
p3q
t pkˆ3q.
It may be seen in this first forecast case that both expectile estimators pqWτ 1n p2q and rqWτ 1n p2q
point towards similar forecasts as the rival quantile estimator pqW1{np1q. This can be visualized
more clearly in Figure 16, where the plots of the three estimators are superimposed. Inter-
estingly, pqW1{np1q (in blue) remains very close to rqWτ 1n p2q (in black) before being extrapolated
beyond the minimum log-return X1,n (in pink). Then it becomes very close to the other
expectile estimator pqWτ 1n p2q (in orange). In order to decide on the global accuracy of the three
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Figure 15: Step (a)—The plot of the estimator q
p1q
t pkq  pqW1{np1q versus k as a rainbow curve.
The selected optimal estimate q
p1q
t pkˆ1q indicated by the horizontal yellow dashed line. The
sample minimum log-return X1,n indicated by the horizontal pink dashed line. Step (b)—The
plot of the estimator τˆ 1npp, kq, with p  2, versus k as a rainbow curve. The selected optimal
estimate τˆ 1npp, kq indicated by the horizontal yellow dashed line. The relative frequency 1{n
indicated by the horizontal pink dashed line. Step (c)—The plots of the estimators q
p2q
t pkq pqWτ 1n ppq and qp3qt pkq  rqWτ 1n ppq versus k, respectively, as rainbow and black curves, with p  2.
The selected optimal estimates q
p2q
t pkˆ2q and q
p3q
t pkˆ3q indicated, respectively, by the horizontal
yellow and grey dashed lines. The minimum log-return X1,n indicated by the horizontal pink
dashed line. The effect of γˆnpkq on q
p2q
t pkq is highlighted by the colour-scheme.
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Figure 16: The plots of the three estimators q
p1q
t pkq  pqW1{np1q in blue, qp2qt pkq  pqWτ 1n p2q in
orange, and q
p3q
t pkq  rqWτ 1n p2q in black. The sample minimum X1,n in pink.
competing methods, we shall need to rank the values of their realized losses L¯
pmq
n by making
use of the T forecasts and realizing observations, as described in (18).
The plots of the realized loss versus k are graphed in Figure 17 (a) for pqW1{np1q and pqWτ 1n ppq,
with various values of p P t1.1, 1.2, . . . , 1.9, 2u, and in Figure 17 (b) for the pqW1{np1q benchmark
and rqWτ 1n ppq with the same values of p. We can already see that p  2 is a worse choice for
both pqWτ 1n ppq and rqWτ 1n ppq estimators.
The optimal values of the realized loss for the three methods (the lower the better),
displayed in Table 1, indicate that the popular Weissman quantile estimator pqW1{np1q does not
ensure the best accurate forecasts of the classical risk measure q1{np1q.
L¯
p1q
n  5.758e05
p  1.1 p  1.2 p  1.3 p  1.4 p  1.5
L¯
p2q
n 5.856e05 5.842e05 5.632e05 5.861e05 5.727e05
L¯
p3q
n 5.755e05 5.752e05 5.748e05 5.745e05 5.742e05
p  1.6 p  1.7 p  1.8 p  1.9 p  2
L¯
p2q
n 5.712e05 5.847e05 5.918e05 6.024e05 6.118e05
L¯
p3q
n 5.739e05 5.735e05 5.919e05 6.030e05 6.025e05
Table 1: Optimal values L¯
p1q
n , L¯
p2q
n and L¯
p3q
n of the realized loss for the three forecasterspqW1{np1q, pqWτ 1n ppq and rqWτ 1n ppq, respectively. Results based on daily loss returns.
The top forecaster is pqWτ 1n ppq for p  1.3, 1.6, 1.5 in this order, followed by rqWτ 1n ppq for
p  1.7, 1.6, 1.5, 1.4, 1.3, 1.2, 1.1, and then pqW1{np1q. Their optimal values obtained in the first
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Figure 17: (a)—Plots of the realized loss k ÞÑ L¯
pmq
n pkq for pqW1{np1q in magenta and pqWτ 1n ppq with
different values of p. (b)—Results with rqWτ 1n ppq in place of pqWτ 1n ppq. Results based on daily loss
returns.
and last forecast cases are shown in Table 2. In the forecast case t  1, based on the loss
returns observed during the first decade from 1994-01-05 to 2003-12-19, all forecasts of the
Value at Risk q1{np1q do not succeed in falling below the worst recorded loss return X1,n.
Yet, all of the generalized Lpquantiles pqWτ 1n ppq and rqWτ 1n ppq appear to be smaller and hence
more conservative than the usual L1quantile pqW1{np1q. Here, the tail index estimate is found
to be pγnpkˆq  0.256. In the forecast case t  T , based on the last decade from 2006-10-11
to 2016-09-29, all forecasts of the Value at Risk were capable of extrapolating outside the
minimal loss return X1,n. This is due to the turbulent episodes that have been experienced
by financial markets during 2007-2008, as visualized in Figure 14. In particular, the tail
index estimate becomes pγnpkˆq  0.359. Yet, the top forecasters pqWτ 1n ppq and rqWτ 1n ppq appear to
be larger and hence less pessimistic than the L1quantile pqW1{np1q. In both forecast cases,
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that eternal maxim of the pessimists, “expect the worst, and you won’t be disappointed”
seems to be transformed into a more realistic calculus via tail Lpquantiles than classical
quantiles.
forecaster pqWτ 1n p1.3q pq
W
τ 1n
p1.6q pqWτ 1n p1.5q rq
W
τ 1n
p1.7q rqWτ 1n p1.6q rq
W
τ 1n
p1.5q
t  1 -0.067901 -0.067169 -0.067288 -0.066846 -0.066841 -0.066837
t  T -0.105717 -0.103084 -0.104613 -0.101254 -0.102211 -0.103131
forecaster rqWτ 1n p1.4q rq
W
τ 1n
p1.3q rqWτ 1n p1.2q rq
W
τ 1n
p1.1q pqW1{np1q X1,n
t  1 -0.066832 -0.066828 -0.066824 -0.066820 -0.066816 -0.071127
t  T -0.104016 -0.104870 -0.105695 -0.106493 -0.107266 -0.094695
Table 2: Optimal values of the top forecasters, obtained in the first and last forecast cases,
along with the sample minimum X1,n. Results based on daily loss returns.
Finally, we would like to comment on the evolution of the extreme Lpquantile level τˆ 1nptq
with t. The optimal estimates t ÞÑ τˆ 1nptq, obtained for the different values of p, are graphed
in Figure 18. It can be seen that τˆ 1nptq decreases, uniformly in t, as p increases. Also, it may
be seen that the curve corresponding to the best choice p  1.3 (dark blue) exhibits two
different trends before and after the severe losses of 2007-2008. Both trends appear to be
much more extreme than the quantile level 1{n.
Let us now consider lower frequency data to reduce the potential serial dependence in
this application. The theory for the extreme Lpquantile estimators is derived for dependent
random variables X1, . . . , Xn under mixing conditions. Our theorems also work under inde-
pendence with reduced asymptotic variances. Here, similarly to Cai et al. (2015), we reduce
substantially the potential serial dependence by choosing weekly (Wednesday to Wednesday)
returns in the same sample period. This results in a sample of size 1176. We compute the
three estimates pqW1{np1q, pqWτ 1n ppq and rqWτ 1n ppq of q1{np1q on rolling windows of length n  520,
which corresponds to T  656 forecast cases. Given that there are 52 weeks in a year, q1{np1q
can be viewed as the weekly loss return for a once-per-decade financial crisis. The plots of
the realized loss k ÞÑ L¯
pmq
n pkq are graphed in Figure 19 (a) for pqW1{np1q and pqWτ 1n ppq, and in
Figure 19 (b) with rqWτ 1n ppq in place of pqWτ 1n ppq.
The optimal values of the realized loss for the three methods, displayed in Table 3,
indicate that the best forecaster is rqWτ 1n ppq for p  2, 1.9, 1.8 in this order, followed by pqWτ 1n ppq
for p  1.2, rqWτ 1n ppq for p  1.7, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, and then pqW1{np1q. All in all, the final results based
on weekly loss returns seem to indicate that rqWτ 1n ppq is the winner, while the results based on
daily loss returns tend to favor the use of pqWτ 1n ppq.
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Figure 18: The final estimates t ÞÑ τˆ 1nptq, obtained for p P t1.1, 1.2, . . . , 1.9, 2u.
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Figure 19: (a)—Plots of the realized loss k ÞÑ L¯
pmq
n pkq for pqW1{np1q in magenta and pqWτ 1n ppq with
different values of p. (b)—Results with rqWτ 1n ppq in place of pqWτ 1n ppq. Results based on weekly
loss returns.
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L¯
p1q
n  0.0001791
p  1.1 p  1.2 p  1.3 p  1.4 p  1.5
L¯
p2q
n 0.0001834 0.0001771 0.0001845 0.0001911 0.0001821
L¯
p3q
n 0.0001792 0.0001796 0.0001801 0.0001790 0.0001790
p  1.6 p  1.7 p  1.8 p  1.9 p  2
L¯
p2q
n 0.0001829 0.0001830 0.0001814 0.0001811 0.0001815
L¯
p3q
n 0.0001790 0.0001788 0.0001768 0.0001763 0.0001762
Table 3: Optimal values L¯
p1q
n , L¯
p2q
n and L¯
p3q
n of the realized loss for the three forecasterspqW1{np1q, pqWτ 1n ppq and rqWτ 1n ppq, respectively. Results based on weekly loss returns.
Supplementary material
The supplement to this article contains additional simulations, a second application to med-
ical insurance data, technical lemmas and the proofs of all theoretical results of the main
article.
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